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Myoglobin is a globular protein involved in oxygen storage and
transport. No consensus yet exists on the atomic level mechanism
by which oxygen and other small nonpolar ligands move between
the myoglobin’s buried heme, which is the ligand binding site, and
surrounding solvent. This study uses room temperature molecular
dynamics simulations to provide a complete atomic level picture of
ligand migration in myoglobin. Multiple trajectories—providing a
cumulative total of 7 �s of simulation—are analyzed. Our simula-
tion results are consistent with and tie together previous experi-
mental findings. Specifically, we characterize: (i) Explicit full tra-
jectories in which the CO ligand shuttles between the internal
binding site and the solvent and (ii) pattern and structural origins
of transient voids available for ligand migration. The computations
are performed both in sperm whale myoglobin wild-type and in
sperm whale V68F myoglobin mutant, which is experimentally
known to slow ligand-binding kinetics. On the basis of these
independent, but mutually consistent ligand migration and tran-
sient void computations, we find that there are two discrete
dynamical pathways for ligand migration in myoglobin. Trajectory
hops between these pathways are limited to two bottleneck
regions. Ligand enters and exits the protein matrix in common
identifiable portals on the protein surface. The pathways are
located in the ‘‘softer’’ regions of the protein matrix and go
between its helices and in its loop regions. Localized structural
fluctuations are the primary physical origin of the simulated CO
migration pathways inside the protein.

proteins � molecular dynamics � kinetics � structure-function relationships

Myoglobin is a small globular protein used by muscle cells for
oxygen storage and transport. Historically, myoglobin has

been an important starting point for structural and biophysical
characterization of larger proteins. It has therefore been dubbed
the ‘‘Hydrogen Atom’’ of molecular biology (1). However,
despite nearly half a century of experimental and theoretical
studies, the precise manner in which the oxygen ligand moves
between heme iron and solvent in myoglobin remains unre-
solved. None of the over 250 static crystallographic structures of
myoglobin in the Protein Data Bank show an obvious static path
between the external solvent and the heme iron. It was recog-
nized long ago that thermal fluctuations create a web of transient
structural voids and, therefore, a dynamical pathway through
which small nonpolar ligands such as O2, CO or NO can migrate
inside the molecule. Numerous experimental and theoretical
works have elucidated many aspects of the ligand migration
process (2–17). Some of these studies have provided evidence for
a single major pathway for ligand migration that would require
movement of the distal histidine (“His gate”) (16, 18–23).
However, other investigators have suggested the existence of
multiple pathways for ligand diffusion in myoglobin (4, 5, 24–26).

Reconciling these two seemingly contradictory views requires the
precise characterization of the dynamical pathways through which
ligand moves. This is important for two reasons. First, myoglobin
plays a vital role in cellular oxygen storage and transport. Second,

myoglobin function offers the simplest example of a class of
mechanisms by which protein binds ligand in solvent-inaccessible
pockets. Molecular dynamics (MD) studies should have the poten-
tial to fill the gap in our understanding of ligand migration.
However, trajectory studies until recently did not extend into the
time range that would allow full simulation of ligand escape,
inclusion, and migration between the heme-binding pocket and
solvent at experimentally-realistic conditions.

Recent advances in computational power and methodology
now permit this type of all-atom MD simulation to be performed
at room temperature in a solvent bath of explicit water mole-
cules. No further approximations are required, such as, for
example, the use of high temperature ligand probes, which were
employed to facilitate past studies (5).

Following previous computational and experimental work, we
substitute CO for O2 in our simulations. This substitution is
predicated on the greater availability of structural and other
experimental data for the bound CO form of myoglobin. It is
justified by the generally held view that the overall picture of CO
diffusion in myoglobin should hold for other nonpolar ligands of
similar size including molecular oxygen and nitric oxide (26–27).

In this study, we report (i) room-temperature MD simulations of
explicit full escape and inclusion trajectories of CO beginning with
photo-detached and solvated CO, respectively, in wild-type (WT)
myoglobin and corresponding simulations in a V68F myoglobin
mutant in which experimental studies have shown ligand binding
kinetics to be retarded but binding affinity to be unchanged; and (ii)
integration of free volume fluctuations in MD simulations of WT
and mutant myoglobin with bound CO. The latter category of study
utilizes a volumetric algorithm and associated PathFinder computer
program to identify cavities sterically capable of accommodating
CO in static structure snapshots [see Methods and supporting
information (SI) Appendix].

Results and Discussion
We begin by providing the reader with a panorama of the
migration pathways, connecting bottlenecks, and surface portal
features that emerges from and is common to all our simulations.
Descriptions of results specific to each of the two categories of
computer simulations then follows. Technical details of the
computations are provided in SI Appendix.

Our studies consistently show that CO ligand migrates along
two discrete dynamic pathways in the protein matrix. The
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position of the pathways and connecting bottlenecks relative to
the protein helix scaffold is shown in Fig. 1 Left. The pathways
in this figure are illustrated by a series of 1.4 Å radius fused
spheres. The positions of the fused sphere centers have been
sampled every 10 ps from CO atom coordinates in a represen-
tative set of trajectories. The representative set of trajectories is
itself drawn only from those simulations in which the CO ligand
makes a full transit between binding site and solvent.

In our explicit trajectory simulations, ligand migration occurs
more frequently along the major pathway on the ‘‘heme side’’ of
the protein and less frequently along the minor pathway on the
‘‘opposite’’ side near helix A, as will be detailed below. We also
find trajectories that occasionally hop between these discrete
pathways. These hops occur through the two bottleneck regions
shown in yellow that connect the major and minor pathway. The
binding site lies on the major pathway; thus, every trajectory that
connects the binding site with the solvent must pass through the
major pathway. Lastly, we find that the ligand enters and exits
the two discrete pathways through nine distinct regions or
portals on the protein surface. The pathways and portals are
shown relative to experimentally determined xenon-binding sites
(4) in Fig. 1 Right.

In what follows, we describe our room-temperature MD
simulations of ligand migration between the binding site and
solvent first in WT carbon monoxide myoglobin (MbCO) and
secondly in the V68F MbCO mutant. Lastly, we describe our
analysis of free volume fluctuations in MD simulations of both
WT and mutant MbCO.

Wild-type Myoglobin. We analyzed a total of 68 individual CO
migration trajectories in WT myoglobin. These 90-ns-long trajec-
tories began with two types of initial positions of the ligand: (i)
Photo-detached CO in the heme binding pocket and (ii) CO placed
in the water bulk at least 15 Å away from the protein surface.

Table 1 summarizes important statistics on all trajectories
broken down by initial starting conditions. In the 20 CO trajec-
tories beginning in the heme pocket after simulated photo-
detachment, the CO molecule escapes the protein in 11 in-
stances. None of these 11 trajectories re-enters the protein. The
remaining nine trajectories diffuse in the protein but do not
reach the solvent. Of the 48 CO trajectories beginning in the
solvent, in 16 instances the CO molecule enters the protein and
reaches the distal heme pocket; the remaining 32 trajectories

Table 1. Trajectory count statistics of ligand entries and escapes
in WT myoglobin

Trajectory start Number Entries Escapes

Photo-detached CO 20 0 11
Solvated CO 48 16 11

Table 2. Ligand entry/escape event properties for �complete
transit� trajectories broken down by pathway and portal

Pathway* Portal Portal residues† Entries Escapes

Major (31) 1 64 67 154 5 7
2 101 104 139

143 146
1 4

3 71 74 75 82 85
89

5 3

4 43 45 3 1
5 34 51 55 0 2

Minor (7) 6 7 134 137 2 2
7 16 20 24 118

119
0 1

8 18 21 70 0 1
9 8 11 79 0 1

*Pathway total entry/escape event count is given in parentheses.
†Surface residues near the nine portals for ligand entry and escape in WT
myoglobin shown in Fig. 1 Right. Residues in bold are those identified by
mutagenesis (24) as greatly affecting ligand binding kinetics.

Fig. 1. Pathways of CO migration in myoglobin. (Left) Ligand migration pathways and bottlenecks relative to �-helices in myoglobin. Pathways are shown in
blue. Helices are rendered as 4 Å radius cylinders. Helices A, B, D, and H are labeled; helices A, E, and F and the molecular surface of the heme group are rendered
transparent. The major pathway is on the heme side of the protein; the minor pathway is on the opposite side, touching helix A. Two bottlenecks shown in yellow
connect the two pathways. A full 360° 3D view of the pathways is available in Movie S1, in SI Appendix. (Right) Pathways, bottlenecks, and portals relative to
xenon-binding sites. Portals numbered in white correspond to the description in Table 2. The CO is shown in the binding site.
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diffuse into the protein but do not reach the binding site. Of
these 16 instances in which CO reaches the binding site, 5 involve
entries without subsequent exit, and 11 involve entry, visitation
of the heme pocket, and subsequent escape into the solvent.

The subset of trajectories that make at least one complete
transit between heme-binding site and solvent sample the full
natural movement of the ligand through the protein matrix and
are thus collectively referred to as ‘‘complete transit’’ trajecto-
ries. In these “complete transit” trajectories, we observe a total
of 38 entry/escape events: Their detailed breakdown is given in
Table 2. Of these 38 entry/escape events, 31 occur along the
major pathway and 7 along the minor pathway. The average
travel time of CO between solvent and the binding site is 11.9 ns
if the trajectory stays exclusively within the major pathway. The
average travel time of CO between solvent and the binding site
is 28.9 ns if entry/exit occurs through the minor pathway. Thus,
in this partial kinetic window on the ligand migration events,
transit through the major pathway alone occurs two to three
times more rapidly, on average, than if the ligand trajectory also
passes through the minor pathway.

Care must be taken when comparing these trajectory averages
with experimental observables: Trajectories that did not show
complete transit between the binding site and the solvent on the
90-ns time scale were not included in the calculation of the above
average travel times. In SI Appendix, we describe how the
macroscopic CO rate constants for both bi-molecular recombi-
nation and exit-to-solvent can be estimated from our entire
trajectory statistics and simulation parameters; the main results
of these estimates and comparison with experiment are summa-
rized in Conclusions.

In both pathways, the distribution of the associated transit
times is predicted to be quite broad. While a noticeable fraction
of ligands are able to shuttle between the binding site and the
solvent within only a few nanoseconds (see SI Appendix), more
than half of the simulated photo-detached trajectories did not
escape the protein within 90 ns. Remarkably, even in those
trajectories that did not lead to a complete transit of CO between
the binding site and the solvent, the ligands that diffused into the
protein matrix were still found to traverse portions of the same
pathways shown in Fig. 1 Right. The ligand movements within the
pathways consist of a series of relatively long dwellings in
selected ‘‘transient docking’’ sites and short hops between them.
In agreement with the consensus emerging from time-resolved
experiments (8, 28, 29), these docking sites involve Xe(4) and
Xe(1) cavities on the major pathway. As seen in Fig. 1 Right, the
major pathway also overlaps with Xe(2) cavity, in agreement
with a recent suggestion (30). A detailed analysis of the ligand
trajectories predicts additional transient docking sites located at
the branching points of the pathways, that is, regions where
separate ‘‘branches’’ of the same pathway meet or where the
connectors (bottlenecks) attach to the pathways. As seen in Fig.
1 Right, some of these regions are in direct contact with the Xe
sites, but some are not related to the Xe sites, in particular those
on the minor pathway. The overall shape of the major pathway
is consistent with the ‘‘horseshoe’’ schematic pathway around the
heme group proposed on the basis of transient grating spectros-
copy measurement of CO escape kinetics (25).

There are nine distinct surface portals on the protein surface
through which ligand enters and exits: Five are associated with
the major pathway, and four are associated with the minor
pathway. Every portal associated with the major pathway con-
tains at least one residue that Huang and Boxer (24) identified
as significantly affecting ligand binding kinetics in their mu-
tagenesis studies. Two of the portals in the minor pathway share
this property; we speculate that residues near the other two
portals may not have been identified by Huang and Boxer
because CO rarely enters or exits through them (see Table 2).

The existence of the minor pathway is supported by site-

directed mutagenesis and is also consistent with the existence of
a transient docking site formed by the A–B and G–H helix
corners (31). In our simulations of photo-detached CO, a
docking site in this location was visited by the trajectory that
eventually exited through portal 7 of the minor pathway.

The detailed atom-level picture of ligand pathways and portals
presented in Fig. 1 Right and Table 2 may help reconcile the
single vs. multiple pathway dispute mentioned in the Introduc-
tion. Ligand entry/escape through portals in the major pathway
occurs four to five times more frequently than through the minor
pathway; within the major pathway itself, portal 1 dominates.
This agrees with experiments that emphasize the major role of
the His gate pathway that links the binding site to the exterior
(through portal 1, using our terminology). On the other hand,
this is not the only way for the ligand to travel between the
solvent and its binding site. We find that other portals to solvent
exist—both on the major and minor pathways—in agreement
with experiments that suggest multiple routes to solvent.

Site-directed mutagenesis (23) in combination with kinetic
measurements (24, 25, 32–34) may be used to further investigate
and refine the relative roles that different parts of the predicted
pathways play in determining the overall ligand migration ki-
netics. The precise, atomic-resolution coordinates of the com-
plete pathways for CO migration in myoglobin made available by
this work, along with predicted relative significance of various
parts of the pathways (see the SI Appendix and Table 2), should
greatly facilitate the selection of specific site mutations for such
studies and help rationalize the outcomes of the experiments.
For example, the effect of a mutation that blocks a part of the
minor pathway should be relatively small (assuming that the rest
of the protein is unaffected by the mutation) compared with an
equivalent mutation that disrupts the major pathway. At the
same time, the existence of multiple entry portals and routes
connecting the binding cavity with the solvent ensures that
blocking any single one of them cannot completely prevent the
ligand from reaching the binding site from the solvent, or ligand
escape from the binding site.

V68F Mutant Myoglobin. Additional support for our picture of
ligand migration in WT myoglobin comes from analysis of the
V68F mutant. Ligand binding kinetics have been studied in
dozens of myoglobin mutants. The V68F mutant was chosen for
study for two reasons: First, valine is highly conserved in this
position across many species variants of WT myoglobin, and
second, the V68F mutation significantly alters ligand binding
kinetics without changing binding affinities (32).

For the mutant structure, we report nine separate 90-ns simu-
lations of photo-detached CO initially in the distal heme pocket.
CO did not escape to solvent in five of these nine trajectories. The
non-escaping CO in these trajectories remained in the distal pocket
close to their starting coordinates. This was in strong contrast to the
behavior of non-escaping CO in the WT studies, which were
significantly displaced from their starting coordinates. In the re-
maining four trajectories, CO escaped the distal pocket and reached
solvent, notably through the same pathways as identified for the WT
structure in Fig. 1 Right. The average escape time after photo-
detachment is four times longer than in the corresponding WT
myoglobin trajectories. The observation is consistent with the
suggested steric constriction of the pathways leading out of the
distal pocket. This was originally proposed to explain the experi-
mental observation that the rates of ligand uptake and escape are
both significantly reduced in this mutant (32).

PathFinder Analysis of Free Volume Fluctuations. Our explicit ligand
trajectory simulations, though long enough to exhibit multiple
full ligand migration events, only capture the fastest of them. We
use the following geometric analysis—PathFinder—to comple-
ment the necessarily limited sampling of the phase space by
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explicit trajectories. In this approach, we analyze static snapshots
of the protein structure generated by MD simulations to deter-
mine the spaces in the protein that do not exclude ligand solely
on the basis of a steric potential model of the protein interior.
This scaled particle (35, 36) viewpoint on migration pathways
provides a picture of where a small nonpolar ligand can and
cannot go in the protein matrix whose fluctuations are com-
pletely decoupled from the ligand motion.

Because the snapshots for this analysis come from separate,
15-ns long MD simulations in which the ligand is not allowed to
move (see SI Appendix for details), these results are independent
from the previously described analysis of actual ligand motion.
Insofar as these simulations extend over time scales long enough
to establish simulated protein compressibility in close agreement
with experiment, we argue that our analysis captures the bulk of
free volume fluctuations in the protein and thus possible dy-
namical pathways. The PathFinder algorithm, associated trajec-
tories, and computation of protein compressibility are more fully
described in SI Appendix.

We first applied PathFinder to MD snapshots representing WT
myoglobin. In each snapshot, we generally observe a pattern of only
a few disconnected cavities large enough to hold the ligand; the
pattern can vary significantly from snapshot to snapshot (1 ps
apart), suggesting that the underlying structural fluctuations occur
on time scales much shorter than that of ligand migration between
the binding site and the solvent. The time integrated union of
transient cavities from multiple snapshots delineates the pathways
formed by free volume fluctuations. Comparison of the pathways
formed by free volume fluctuations with the visitation map of
explicit ligand migration trajectories is shown in Fig. 2. These
side-by-side figures show remarkable qualitative agreement be-
tween the free volume analysis and the ligand migration trajecto-
ries. Moreover, detailed features such as the bottlenecks (shown in
yellow in Fig. 1) that connect major and minor dynamical pathways
are also observed in the free volume analysis. It is the existence of
two distinct regions of conformational space available to ligand

migration that rationalizes the proposed classification scheme
based on major and minor pathways.

Synthesis of the explicit MD ligand trajectory data and
free-volume fluctuation analysis allows us to better understand
the atomic-level mechanism of ligand migration at various
conceptual levels. In particular, it can be seen that the migration
pathways are located between the �-helices of the myoglobin
scaffold, as displayed in Fig. 1 Left. This is consistent with the
relative structural incompressibility within �-helices: Large
structural f luctuations that facilitate ligand migration occur in
the ‘‘softer’’ space between the helices and in the flexible loop
regions. The overall agreement between the ligand migration
pathways inferred from explicit MD trajectories and the pattern
of free space available to the ligand movement through free-

Fig. 3. The results of PathFinder analysis in the V68F mutant of myoglobin.
F68 is yellow. The F68 residue is shown in the position found in the x-ray
structure. Each blue point represents a cavity large enough to hold a ligand
molecule. The CO is shown in the binding site.

Fig. 2. Comparison of ligand migration pathways determined by free volume analysis of transient cavities and mapping of explicit CO visitations. (Left) The
results of the PathFinder analysis in the WT myoglobin, represented by an ensemble of 15,000 individual snapshots, 1 ps apart. Pathway volumes are represented
by blue points where ligand molecules might be positioned in transient cavities large enough to hold the ligand. The CO is shown in the binding site. (Right)
The positions occupied by CO traveling through the protein matrix in the MD trajectories in WT myoglobin. Light-blue points are positions of CO that
exited/entered the protein via portals in the major pathway. Dark-blue points are positions of CO that entered/escaped via portals in the minor pathway. The
coordinates are sampled every 10 ps. A movie showing a time series of a representative sample of the trajectories is available in Movie S2, in SI Appendix.
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volume fluctuations suggest that small nonpolar ligands such as
CO do not play a major role in determining the location of these
pathways. Rather, these pathways are, by and large, determined
by the fluctuations of the protein matrix itself.

PathFinder analysis of the V68F mutant reveals that a bulky
phenylalanine side-chain blocks the route between the distal
pocket and the rest of the protein interior, as shown in Fig. 3.
Thus, when the F68 side chain is in the position found in the x-ray
structure, as it is in Fig. 3, ligand escape from the distal pocket
can occur only through portals 1 (the ‘‘His gate’’), 4, or 5. All
other escape routes available in WT Mb are blocked in the V68F
mutant. Indeed, two of four escape events in the photo-detached
CO simulations discussed above occurred through portals 1 and
5 of the major pathway. The other two escapes from the distal
pocket were coincident with a transient �90° rotation of the F68
side chain that opened the rest of the pathway: These two
trajectories left the protein through portal 3 of the major
pathway and through the minor pathway, respectively. We note
that these two events could not be predicted based solely on our
analysis of free-volume fluctuations for the time scales studied
here. We speculate that time-resolved studies might be able to
test our predictions of the effect of V68F mutation on the ligand
migration pathways.

Conclusions
We conclude that CO migration in myoglobin occurs along two
discrete pathways in the protein matrix: The major pathway is
more frequently visited by ligand in both escape and inclusion
trajectories than the minor pathway. Trajectories can hop be-
tween these pathways via two bottleneck regions. We also
conclude that ligand enters and exits the protein matrix through
nine distinct surface portals.

Two different types of computational studies independently
and consistently support our identification of pathway, bottle-
neck, and portal features. In the first type of study, we explicitly
simulated the room-temperature escape and inclusion dynamics
of photo-detached and solvated CO, in both WT and mutant
myoglobin. The time scales of these simulations extend into the
leading edge of kinetically-relevant experimental times for CO
diffusion in the protein matrix. Thus, our simulated trajectories
feature multiple events of complete transit of ligand between its
binding site on the heme group and the solvent, in both
directions. In the second type of study, we identified sterically
allowed pathways by integrating the free-volume fluctuations in
simulations of WT and mutant myoglobin. The free-volume
cavities accessible to ligand were determined by geometric
analysis of structural snapshots using the PathFinder algorithm
developed as part of this study. The map of ligand visitation sites
explicitly observed in the simulated trajectories closely follows
the independent mapping of integrated free-volume fluctua-
tions. This remarkable consistency points to localized transient
thermal fluctuations that occur in the protein structure as the
likely primary physical origin of the migration pathways for small
nonpolar ligands inside the protein. We suggest that the pre-
dicted location of the pathways relative to the protein scaf-
fold—in between the helices and in the loop regions—is there-
fore determined by the natural propensity of larger fluctuations
to occur in these “softer” domains of the protein matrix.

Significantly, the atomic-level characterization of ligand mi-
gration and other properties of myoglobin determined in this

computational work are consistent with a number of indepen-
dent experimental studies. These include Laue crystallographic
studies, transient grating spectroscopy of ligand escape kinetics,
and kinetic studies of ligand uptake in mutant variants. The MD
simulations themselves are consistent with experimental mea-
surements of overall myoglobin compressibility and structural
identification of internal cavities through xenon inclusion
studies. The CO bimolecular rebinding rate of �(0.3 �s M)�1

estimated from our simulations (see SI Appendix) is remark-
ably close to the experimental value of (0.5 �s M)�1 reported
for CO by Olson and Phillips in their 1996 review (37). The
corresponding estimated CO exit-to-solvent rate of (113 ns)�1

is consistent with earlier IR studies (37–39). Additionally, we
point out that though the above results were obtained for CO
ligand, experimental work suggests that the overall picture of
migration channels should also hold for other nonpolar ligands
of similar size including molecular oxygen (27).

The techniques featured here in the investigation of ligand
diffusion in myoglobin—explicit full-ligand migration-trajectory
analysis and geometric analysis of integrated free volume over
shorter time spans—are conceptually simple, yet powerful
enough to be able to make kinetic predictions from atomic
structure of a medium-sized protein. These features should make
the methodology particularly attractive for investigating struc-
ture–kinetics relationships in other biologically-relevant systems
that have not been studied nearly as extensively as myoglobin.

Methods
MD Simulations. All MD simulations are all-atom explicit solvent and are
performed at 300 K. Each trajectory simulates 90 ns of ligand migration.
Details of the MD protocols, timings, choice of force fields, and ligand and
heme models are described in SI Appendix.

Structures. We used two different structures for WT MbCO from the sperm
whale: PDB ID 1A6G solved at 1.15-Å resolution by x-ray diffraction (40); and
PDB ID 2MB5 solved by neutron diffraction (41). The V68F MbCO mutant was
represented by PDB ID 1MLJ solved at 2.0-Å resolution by x-ray diffraction.
Preparation of structures and insensitivity of the results presented here to the
choice of structure are detailed in SI Appendix.

Analysis of Volume Fluctuations. The steric potential model of the protein is built
by assigning a hard-sphere van der Waals radius to each atom in the simulation;
the ligand is modeled as a single hard sphere of appropriate radius. To compute
the pattern of voids in the protein matrix available for ligand migration, we have
developed the volumetric PathFinder algorithm, which finds the points in a static
snapshot of protein (plus a solvent shell) structure on which we can place a single
atom sphere without colliding with other atoms in the structure. By integrating
free volumes over time, PathFinder provides an alternate picture of possible
ligand migration pathways. Details of the algorithm, its implementation, and the
input parameters are in SI Appendix.
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